Abstract
Introduction
Human sleep cyclically alternates between wakefulness and different sleep stages. Brain activity, eye movements and muscle tension change with progression through wakefulness and different sleep stages. Wake/sleep transitions also induce variations in heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and vascular tone, mainly regulated by the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system. Polysomnography (PSG) is the gold standard for assessing sleep. In PSG, the recordings of brain activity (EEG), eye movement (EOG) and muscle activity (EMG) during sleep are used for sleep scoring. PSG requires that patients stay in the sleep laboratory with specialized equipment and an overnight attending sleep technician. The high cost and complicated procedure limits PSG tests to specialized sleep centers.
In recent years, the activity of the cardiorespiratory system has been monitored for the identification of wake/sleep transitions. Heart rate, heart rate variability (HRV) and respiration have recently been shown to be reliable tools for identifying sleep and wake in adults. Penzel et al. investigated the different linear and non-linear features of HRV in subjects with and without sleep apnea during various sleep stages [1] . Karlen et al. used spectral analysis of the electrocardiogram (ECG) and a respiratory signal recorded from a wearable sensor to classify sleep from wakefulness [2] . These studies demonstrated that respiratory rate could attain results similar to sleep scoring achieved by the technicians using PSG recordings.
The purpose of this study is to differentiate the asleep from wakefulness state in overnight sleep, based on the activity of cardiorespiratory system using the pulse oximeter's photoplethysmogram (PPG).
The PPG waveform reflects blood volume changes at the measuring site on th and can be recorded using a pulse oximeter. A pulse oximeter uses the red and infrared absorption characteristics of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. The PPG waveform contains information about a wide range of physiological parameters such as heart rate (HR), HRV, oxygen saturation (SpO2), vascular tone, blood pressure, cardiac output and respiration. However, the majority of conventional pulse oximeters only provide information about HR and SpO2.
In this study, we extracted the relevant features associated with pulse rate variability (PRV), respiratory rate (RR), vascular tone and movement from the PPG signal to build a multivariate model with a minimum set of features to identify wakefulness from sleep. The PPG signals were recorded using the Phone Oximeter TM , a mobile device that integrates a pulse oximeter with a smartphone [3] . The Phone Oximeter TM made the recording of PPG more convenient with the potential to be used at home or any other ambulatory environment use.
2.
Materials and methods
Database
Following approval by the University of British Columbia Clinic Research Ethics Board (H11-01769) and informed parental consent, we recruited 160 children for this study. The children had been referred to the British Columbia Children's Hospital for overnight standard PSG. Children with a cardiac arrhythmia or abnormal hemoglobin were excluded from the study.
Standard PSG recordings included overnight measurements of ECG, electroencephalography (EEG), oxygen saturation (SpO2), PPG, chest and abdominal movement, nasal and oral airflow, left and right electrooculography (EOG), electromyography (EMG) and video capture. The PSG recordings were performed with the Embla Sandman S4500 (Embla Systems, ON, Canada). The PSG was later manually scored by a sleep technician with sleep phases and respiratory events (e.g. apneas, hypopneas, and arousal) reported as the PSG log file.
In addition to PSG, the PPG was recorded simultaneously using the Phone Oximeter TM sampled at 62.5 Hz with 32-bit resolution.
Preprocessing and sleep labelling
All PPG signals recorded using the Phone Oximeter TM were divided into 30-second epochs after baseline removal and smoothing with a Savitzky-Golay FIR filter (order 3, frame size 11 samples). The pulse peaks of the PPG within each epoch were located using a peak detection algorithm based on zero-crossing. No attempt was made to distinguish normal pulses from others.
All epochs were scored as wakefulness and sleep based
Feature extraction
For each 30-second epoch of the PPG signal, features associated with pulse rate variability (PRV), respiratory rate (RR), vascular tone and movement were extracted (Table I) .
PRV features
PRV reflects the variation of heart rate and is extracted from the pulse-to-pulse time intervals (PPIs) of PPG. In the time domain, three parameters were extracted from the PPIs time series, including the mean of the PPIs (mPP), the standard deviation of the PPIs (SDPP) and the root mean square of the difference of the successive PPIs (RMSSD).
The PPIs time series were resampled into equivalent, uniformly spaced time series at a sampling rate of 4 Hz using the Berger algorithm. The power spectral density (PSD) was then estimated using a parametric autoregressive model with 1024 points and an order of 7. The power in each of the following frequency bands was computed by determining the area under the PSD curve bounded by the band of interest: Very Low Frequency (VLF; 0.01-0.04 Hz), Low Frequency (LF; 0.04-0.15 Hz) and High Frequency (HF; 0.15-0.4 Hz). Normalized LF (nLF) and normalized HF (nHF) powers were determined by dividing LF and HF powers by the total spectral power of PRV between 0.04 and 0.4 Hz, respectively. The ratio of low-to-high frequency power (LF/HF ratio) was also computed.
Vascular tone features
Several morphological features were extracted from each pulse of the PPG signal within each epoch, to characterize vascular tone during different sleep stages.
-mAmp and stdAmp: the amplitude of each pulse was measured as the difference between the maximum of a pulse (peak) and the previous minimum (trough). mAmp and stdAmp were calculated as the average and standard deviation of the amplitude of all pulses within the epoch, respectively.
-mWidthhalf and stdWidthhalf: the widthhalf of each pulse was calculated as the width at 50% of pulse height; later, mWidthhalf and stdWidthhalf were calculated as the average and standard deviation of widthhalf of all pulses within the epoch, respectively.
-mWidthpulse and stdWidthpulse: the widthpulse of each pulse was calculated as the width at 10% of pulse height; later, mWidthpulse and stdWidthpulse were calculated as the average and standard deviation of widthpulse of all pulses within the epoch, respectively.
-mTimerising and stdTimerising: the mean and standard deviation of Timerising (the time for a pulse takes to reach its peak) of all pulses within the epoch were computed.
-mTimefalling and stdTimefalling: the mean and standard deviation of Timefalling (the time for a pulse takes to reach its trough) of all pulses within the epoch were computed.
-mSlope and stdSlope: the mean and standard deviation of rising slope of all pulses within the epoch -pwv: For each epoch, pulse wave variability (pwv) was estimated as:
Respiratory features
Respiratory activity may modulate the PPG in three different ways: 1) Respiratory-Induced Intensive Variation (RIIV): a baseline (DC) modulation caused by changes in venous return due to changes in intrathoracic pressure during the respiratory cycle, 2) Respiratory Induced Amplitude Variation (RIAV): an amplitude modulation caused by changes in left ventricular stroke volume, due to changes in intrathoracic pressure throughout the respiratory cycle, and 3) Respiratory Induced Frequency Variation (RIFV): a variation in heart rate that occurs during the respiratory cycle known as respiratory sinus arrhythmia. Since the respiratory rate changes during wakefulness and sleep states, in this study, RIAV, RIIV and RIFV were estimated from each 30-second epoch of PPG based on the method proposed by Karlen et al [4] . Then, the respiratory rates, RRRIAV, RRRIIV and RRRIFV, were estimated as the maximum value at the peak frequencies in respiratory bands of the power spectrum of RIAV, RIIV and RIFV (0.15-1 Hz), respectively.
Movement features
In actigraphy, accelerometers worn on the body are used to measure body acceleration and estimate the level of human activity. In sleep study applications the periods of low activity are considered as sleep. The PPG signal is usually readily corrupted by motion artifacts due to movement during data recording. In this study, in the absence of body acceleration measures, we used the motion artifacts in the PPG signal as the sign of body movement associated with restlessness.
-artifactepoch: the PPG signal was segmented into pulses and for each pulse a signal quality index (SQI) was calculated ranging from 0 to 100 (from low to high quality) based on cross-correlation of consecutive pulses [5] . Later, artifactepoch feature was assigned to each epoch according the following rules:
-artifactepoch = 0, if all pulses of the epoch have an SQI higher than 80. 
Multivariate model development and validation
The subjects within the dataset were randomly divided into training (25%) and test data (75%). The features of epochs corresponding to subjects in the training dataset were used to train the wake/sleep classifier, to determine whether an epoch would be scored as sleep or wake. The least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) method was used for training the classifiers to derive a final multivariate logistic regression model containing only the most important features.
The validation of the model was then performed, epochby-epoch, for each subject within the test dataset. Individual classification results are represented through the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of epoch classification. The general performance of the model was then assessed using the distribution of the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for the subjects in the testing dataset through the mean and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the quartiles (25, 50 [median] and 75 percentile). 
Results and discussion
The recordings of 14 subjects were discarded from the dataset due to inadequate length of sleep (less than 3 hours). After this exclusion, the total data set of 146 subjects was randomly divided into the training and test data sets with 100 and 46 subjects, respectively. The training dataset contained 84,291 epochs scored as sleep (64,034) and wake (20,257) based on the PSG event log file. Each epoch contains 31 features extracted from the PPG signal (Table 1 ). The LASSO wake/sleep model was trained and the 17 significant features (marked with * in Table 1 ) were selected based on the tuning parameter = 9.408e-05.
For each subject in the test dataset, the significant features of each epoch were fed to the wake/sleep classifier to score the epoch as awake or sleep. The risk threshold was set at a probability of 0.725.
The median accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for the subjects in the testing dataset were above 70% (table 2) ; even for subjects at the lowest quartile of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity provided values above 60%. Overall the model performed well at identifying wake/sleep epochs. However, some subjects showed unbalanced sensitivity-specificity values. These challenging cases corresponded to the risk threshold fixed at 0.725 especially for subjects with a very high or very low number epochs of wakefulness.
Our results, obtained with the Phone Oximeter TM , are comparable with previous studies with more sophisticated approaches or devices for sleep staging based on monitoring the activity of cardiorespiratory system. In a recent study, Uçar et al. extracted 86 features from PPG recorded from 10 adult patients and used k-nearest neighbors classification and support vector machines to identify sleep from wakefulness [6] . The accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of trained model were reported as 73.36 %, 0.81% and 0.77%, respectively. However, the performance of the trained model was evaluated against 50% of epochs used in development of the model and has not been evaluated separately for each subject
Conclusion
This study shows that a multivariate logistic model based on features extracted from PPG, can be used classifying the 30-s epochs into wakefulness and sleep states. The model was created using LASSO with the significant PPG features trained using the training dataset. The validation results, obtained for each subject within the test dataset, provided acceptable results in identifying wake/sleep transitions. Thus, this model could enable an at-home pulse oximetry-based sleep screening with a more detailed epoch-by-epoch analysis, similar to the one provided by PSG.
